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MONTHLY MARKET UPDATE

At last equity investors finally got the news that they had been waiting for, an encouraging inflation report out of the US,
that showed that inflation might finally be heading lower. US equity markets surged as they recorded their best day since
2020 with the Nasdaq recording a single day gain of over 7% and European markets were dragged higher in their wake. The
consumer price index increased 7.7% annually and 0.4% monthly, not only was that lower than market expectations but that
yearly figure is also the slowest rate since January. But more importantly was the slowdown in core CPI, which is a better
gauge of inflation because it strips out volatile food and gas prices. Core CPI rose 0.3% monthly in October, a big drop from
0.6% in September and August. Lower inflation means less pressure on the Fed reserve to maintain their aggressive
monetary tightening - a win win scenario for equity and bond markets - and we saw yields on 10 year US treasuries tumble
below 4 %. Lower rates also reduced upward pressure on the greenback and we witnessed a sharp recovery in most
currencies versus the USD, with Sterling leading the charge finishing comfortably above 1.18 at week end.

For the moment perhaps we should just pause and enjoy the rebound. The high and increasing rate of inflation has been
the primary cause of the fall in financial assets this year, so the reversal was unequivocable good news. Durable goods
inflation is now falling, and services inflation, whilst still worryingly high, at least it came down slightly. The question is now, is
this just one ‘swallow’ and all eyes will again be on next months inflation report where we will find out if it was just a freak
number or if we can get confirmation of a downward trend. Unsurprisingly the main beneficiaries of the report were many
of the beaten-up growth companies where any suggestion of a fall in discount rates improves valuation models, these are
exactly the type of stocks we hold in the Future Wealth Portfolio.

At some point monetary tightening was always going to have the desired outcome of taming inflation, but that wasn’t the
only thick black cloud on the horizon that needed to be removed, before bulls can herald the of this bear market. First up,
we still have to find out how high rates are going to go before the Federal Reserve ease up on rate tightening. I think we
now know for sure that the size of future increases will be lower than 0.75% - the next move is likely to be 0.5% - but we do
not know how many more increases will follow before the Fed can call the top on the rate cycle. Lessons learnt from the
1970s, where inflation kept reappearing, will probably mean that Powell errs on the hawkish side.

All of which means that growth is likely to slow further and the balance of probability suggests the US economy is heading
for a recession which could weigh heavily on corporate earnings. With something like 90% of companies having reported so
far, very roughly 2/3rds have beaten analyst expectations, which has provided comfort to investors. The bad news is what lies
ahead. Earnings expectations for the fourth quarter have tumbled 4.9% since Sept. 30, a pace similar to the third quarter.
We will see next quarter if investors have the stomach to maintain the market at current levels with earnings falling as it
would be very unusual to see a multiple expansion in valuations ahead of a recession. That is the primary reason we are
uncomfortable to make a call that the bear market is over, just because inflation appears to be on its way lower.

In the UK, we had our own important economic release with
GDP numbers coming out for the third quarter which
confirmed that we are on our way to a recession as the
economy contracted by 0.2%. Here, soaring prices hit
businesses and consumers as the cost of living crisis hits
spending, amplified by the recent increase in mortgages for
those unfortunate enough to have to refinance now. It should
be highlighted , however, the contraction was better than
economists had feared with forecasts around -0.5% over the
period. This relative success helped boost the pound but took
some of the wind out of last weeks rally in Gilts.
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Other interesting developments included more concrete evidence that China is easing up on Zero Covid policies with a
relaxation to Hong Kong quarantine periods, this coming despite an increase in infection rates on the mainland. Just as
western markets get excited at the prospect of inflation dropping, so Asian markets get excited at any sign of China relaxing
its war on Covid. And in the Crypto markets we saw another blow to these digital assets as the FTX trading platform
collapsed with money missing. It will be interesting to see if this bankruptcy spreads in to main stream markets.

And finally, we note how well the Refined Growth portfolio has performed recently. As we have highlighted for some time it
requires only a modest recovery in equity levels to provide a big boost to the value of many of the notes within the fund. The
chart below shows the most recent performance of the fund versus sector.
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